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Abstract: Three-dimensional surface displacement field associated with the 25 April 2015 Gorkha,
Nepal earthquake is derived from an integration of Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)
and Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements, with an extended SISTEM (Simultaneous
and Integrated Strain Tensor Estimation From Geodetic and Satellite Deformation Measurements)
approach (ESISTEM) proposed in this study. In ESISTEM approach, both surrounding InSAR and GPS
measurements can be used as constraints in deriving surface displacements; while only surrounding
GPS measurements are used in SISTEM approach. Besides the constraints from surrounding GPS
measurements, the ESISTEM approach makes surrounding InSAR measurements available for
constraining the derived deformations based on surface elastic theory for the first time. From the north
to the south, derived surface displacement field shows prevailing southward horizontal deformations,
and gradually varied vertical deformations ranging from ´0.95 to 1.40 m within 120 km to the north
of Kathmandu. This reveals that ruptures of Main Himalayan thrust (MHT) system were confined in
subsurface and did not propagate to the Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) fault, in accordance with field
investigation as well as geodetic and seismic studies. Relation between vertical deformations and
earthquake-induced landslides is briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction

On 25 April 2015, a devastating MW 7.9 Gorkha, Nepal, earthquake (hereafter called the Gorkha
earthquake) occurred in central Nepal along the trace of Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT) system
and damaged the city of Kathmandu. This earthquake induced geohazards such as avalanches
and landslides and caused more than 9000 fatalities [1–4]. Surface deformations caused by this
earthquake were measured with geodetic techniques such as Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
(InSAR) and Global Positioning System (GPS) encompassing the deformation area. Horizontal GPS
measurements show predominantly southward and slightly westward motions in regions significantly
deformed (Figure 1). Vertical GPS measurements show a maximum uplift of 1.26 m at the station
KKN4, and a maximum subsidence of 0.59 m at the station CHLM, both located to the north of
Kathmandu [5]. As revealed by InSAR analysis [6], unlike continental earthquakes of this massive size,
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surface investigation reveals the lack of surface ruptures in regions significantly deformed. This was
also confirmed with geodetic and seismic studies [7–10]. In addition, a total of 4312 coseismic and
postseismic landslides were mapped from satellite images [2], and reported to be seemingly influenced
by vertical deformations, mapped from the Japan Aerospace eXploration Agency (JAXA) ALOS-2
interferogram and thought to be almost entirely vertical. A three-dimensional surface displacement
field due to this earthquake is needed to better understand the deformation patterns caused by the
Gorkha earthquake.
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Figure 1. Data coverage and tectonic setting of the Gorkha earthquake. Blue and red vectors represent
observed and ESISTEM-derived displacements, respectively. Red dashed lines outline the zones with
significant landslides [2], and grey circles show distribution of landslide [11]. Thick black lines represent
the Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) [12,13]. The red star represents the epicenter of the earthquake, and the
purple square represents the city of Kathmandu. Filled triangles represent GPS stations CHLM and
KKN4; all triangles are GPS validation stations.

InSAR measures high-resolution earth surface displacements in satellite’s line-of-sight (LOS)
directions, while discrete GPS maps three-dimensional displacements. Data from these two techniques
can be integrated to derive the three-dimensional surface displacement fields with some special
methods [14–17]. A SISTEM (Simultaneous and Integrated Strain Tensor Estimation from Geodetic and
Satellite Deformation Measurements) approach was proposed by Guglielmino et al. [15] based on elastic
theory. This approach works pointwisely: for a specific point, three-dimensional displacements can be
related to InSAR LOS measurements with linear equation, and can be constrained by surrounding
GPS measurements based on elastic theory; these related and constrained equations can be combined
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in a uniform framework and solved with the weighted least square (WLS) approach. The SISTEM
approach has been used in derivation of ground deformations [15,18,19].

In this study, we derive the three-dimensional surface displacement field due to the Gorkha
earthquake from an integration of InSAR and GPS measurements. Possible relation from the
displacement field to earthquake-induced landslides is discussed. The derivation is implemented with
an extended SISTEM (ESISTEM) approach introduced in this study, which will use both surrounding
InSAR and GPS measurements to constrain derived surface displacement field.

2. Methods

In this section, we briefly summarize the SISTEM approach (refer to Guglielmino et al. [15] for
details), and then introduce the ESISTEM approach.

2.1. SISTEM Approach

A point P with position pxp
e , xp

n, xp
vq on earth surface is deformed by an earthquake, and surrounded

by M experimental points (EPs) whose positions and displacements are pxi
EPs,e, xi

EPs,n, xi
EPs,vq, and

pui
e, ui

n, ui
vq, respectively, with i “ 1, 2, . . . , M. Based on the elastic theory, the estimates of displacement

components Ujpj “ e, n, vq of point P can be constrained by these surrounding EPs with:

uEPs “ AEPsl (1)

where 1 is a 12 ˆ 1 vector composed of unknown parameters,
l “ rUe, Un, Uv, εee, εen, εev, εnn, εnv, εvv,ωe,ωn,ωvs

T, with ε and ω representing strain tensor
and rigid body rotation tensor, respectively. uEPs is the vector composed of displacements of these
M EPs:

uEPs
T “ ruEPs,e

T, uEPs,n
T, uEPs,v

Ts (2)

with
uEPs,j “ ru1

EPs,j, u2
EPs,j, . . . , uM

EPs,js
T

, pj “ e, n, vq (3)

AEPs is a linear matrix with the form:

AEPs “ rAEPs,e
T, AEPs,n

T, AEPs,v
Ts

T
(4)

where
AEPs,j “ rpA1

EPs,jq
T

, pA2
EPs,jq

T
, . . . , pAM

EPs,jq
T
s
T

, pj “ e, n, vq (5)

with

Ai
EPs,e “ r1, 0, 0, ∆xi

EPs,e, ∆xi
EPs,n, ∆xi

EPs,v, 0, 0, 0, 0, ∆xi
EPs,v,´∆xi

EPs,ns, pi “ 1, 2, . . . , Mq (6)

Ai
EPs,n “ r0, 1, 0, 0, ∆xi

EPs,e, 0, ∆xi
EPs,n, ∆xi

EPs,v, 0,´∆xi
EPs,v, 0, ∆xi

EPs,es, pi “ 1, 2, . . . , Mq (7)

Ai
EPs,v “ r0, 0, 1, 0, 0, ∆xi

EPs,e, 0, ∆xi
EPs,n, ∆xi

EPs,v, ∆xi
EPs,n,´∆xi

EPs,e, 0s, pi “ 1, 2, . . . , Mq (8)

in which ∆xi
j “ xi

j ´ xp
j denotes the distance between point P and the ith EPs in the jth direction.

In real cases, surrounding GPS measurements are used as EPs to construct the constraint
Equation (1) for point P. If there are InSAR LOS measurements on this point P, a new equation
can then be constructed by relating LOS measurements uP

LOS to displacements on point P:

uP
LOS “ AP

LOSl (9)

where
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AP
LOS “ rS

P
e , SP

n, SP
v , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0s (10)

with rSP
e , SP

n, SP
vs denoting the unit vector pointing from point P toward the satellite.

Combing Equations (1) and (10) gives:

˜

uEPs,GPS

uP
LOS

¸

“

˜

AEPs,GPS

AP
LOS

¸

l. (11)

In this equation uEPs,GPS and AEPs,GPS are used to replace uEPs and AEPs for clarity. The estimate
of three-dimensional displacements on point P is the WLS solution of Equation (11).

2.2. ESISTEM Approach

Assuming that there is an InSAR LOS measurement uQ
EPs,LOS with a unit vector

rSQ
EPs,e, SQ

EPs,n, SQ
EPs,vs on an experiment point (EP) Q whose position and displacements are

pxQ
EPs,e, xQ

EPs,n, xQ
EPs,vq and puQ

EPs,e, uQ
EPs,n, uQ

EPs,vq, respectively. We can obtain, according to SISTEM
approach, the constraint on point P from displacements of Q as:

¨

˚

˝

uQ
EPs,e

uQ
EPs,n

uQ
EPs,v

˛

‹

‚

“

¨

˚

˝

AQ
EPs,e

AQ
EPs,n

AQ
EPs,v

˛

‹

‚

l (12)

For point Q, relation between three-dimensional displacements puQ
EPs,e, uQ

EPs,n, uQ
EPs,vq and InSAR

LOS measurement uQ
EPs,LOS is:

uQ
EPs,LOS “ rS

Q
EPs,e, SQ

EPs,n, SQ
EPs,vsru

Q
EPs,e, uQ

EPs,n, uQ
EPs,vs

T
(13)

Substitution of Equations (12) into (13) yields:

uQ
EPs,LOS “

´

SQ
EPs,e, SQ

EPs,n, SQ
EPs,v

¯

¨

˚

˝

AQ
EPs,e

AQ
EPs,n

AQ
EPs,v

˛

‹

‚

l

“ AQ
EPs,LOSl

(14)

This equation shows a relation between unknown parameters at point P and InSAR LOS
measurement of EP Q. On the other hand, this equation can be used as the constraint equation
for point P from InSAR LOS measurement of surrounding EP Q. If a total of N surrounding EPs with
InSAR LOS measurements are selected as constraints, the corresponding constraint equation will be:

uEPs,LOS “ AEPs,LOSl (15)

where
uEPs,LOS “ ru1

EPs,LOS, u2
EPs,LOS, . . . , uN

EPs,LOSs
T

(16)

and
AEPs,LOS “ rpA1

EPs,LOSq
T

, pA2
EPs,LOSq

T
, . . . , pAN

EPs,LOSq
T
s
T

(17)
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Combining Equations (11) and (15), we get:

¨

˚

˝

uEPs,GPS

uEPs,LOS

uP
LOS

˛

‹

‚

“

¨

˚

˝

AEPs,GPS

AEPs,LOS

AP
LOS

˛

‹

‚

l (18)

The estimate of three-dimensional displacements on point P is therefore the WLS solution of
Equation (18) in this ESISTEM approach.

Compared to SISTEM approach (Equation (11)), this ESISTEM approach (Equation (18)) allows
surrounding InSAR LOS measurements to constrain derived surface displacements. The GPS based
constraints play an important role; the InSAR LOS based constraints, however, will contribute slightly
higher accuracy to the modeled displacements, as they are not directly in east, north or vertical
directions, but in LOS directions. The ESISTEM approach will be validated with synthetic tests and the
Gorkha earthquake case below.

In SISTEM approach, weighting of data is determined based on both distance of EPs to the point,
and data uncertainties. In ESISTEM approach, because the InSAR based constraints introduced in
ESISTEM approach is the linear superposition of constraints in east, north and vertical components,
data weighting of these surrounding InSAR LOS based constraints is also based on both distance and
data uncertainties. The ESISTEM approach works pointwisely, and spatial correlation of InSAR data is
not taken into account.

Estimates of displacements were reported to be best with evenly distributed GPS EPs in SISTEM
approach [15]. Because of the linear superposition relation, in ESISTEM approach, N surrounding
InSAR LOS EPs with even distribution are preferred. For a point to be carried out for displacements,
a small number of EPs will contribute to derived displacements very limited; while a large number
of N EPs will bias the derived displacements and their fit to InSAR LOS measurements on this point
because of the over-constrained. A proper number of N EPs will allow moderate InSAR LOS based
constraints (the second row in Equation (18)) as well as acceptable fit of derived displacements to
InSAR LOS measurements on this point (the last row in Equation (18)). The selection is therefore
non-unique and is implemented through trial and error.

2.3. Synthetic Validation

The ESISTEM approach is tested and compared with the SISTEM approach with synthetic tests,
in which simulated LOS and GPS measurements are obtained from surface displacements due to an
assumed fault slip based on elastic dislocation theory. The fault geometry and slip distribution shown
in Table S1 and Figure S1a, respectively. Assuming a rigidity of 30 GPa, the three-dimensional surface
displacement fields on a 100ˆ 100 grid with cell size of 500ˆ 500 m (Figure 2a1–a3; called herein “true
displacement fields”) can be generated from the fault slip in a homogeneous elastic half-space [20].
Two InSAR LOS images are calculated from the true displacement fields with unit vectors similar to
that of ENVISAT satellite missions (Figure S2), and are added with spatially correlated noises with
3 cm standard deviation on a spatial scale of 10 km [21,22]. The InSAR LOS images with added noise
are shown in Figure S1b,c. For the ascending LOS image, an area is assumed to lack measurements
because of some inherent shortcomings such as decorrelation of interferometric phase signals [23].
Displacements of 100 randomly distributed points, assumed to be GPS stations, are extracted from the
true displacement fields, and subsequently added with Gaussian noises with means zero and standard
deviations 5 mm and 10 mm for horizontal and vertical components, respectively [16,24,25] (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Solutions of ESISTEM and SISTEM approaches for synthetic tests: (a1–a3) three-dimensional
surface displacement fields from fault slip shown in Figure S1 with elastic dislocation theory [20],
termed true displacement fields; (b1–b3) modeled three-dimensional surface displacement fields
for east, north and vertical components, respectively, from an integration of InSAR (shown in
Figure S1) and GPS data (black dots) using ESISTEM approach; (c1–c3) modeled displacement fields
from an integration of InSAR and GPS data using SISTEM approach; (d1–d3) differences between
ESISTEM-derived and true displacements; and (e1–e3) differences between SISTEM-derived and true
displacements. The rectangle (black line) covers the region lacking InSAR LOS data from ascending
track, and the dashed rectangle the region of fault plane projected onto surface.
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Figure 2b1–b3 shows the three-dimensional displacement fields derived with the ESISTEM
approach, and Figure 2d1–d3 shows their corresponding differences with respect to the true
displacement fields, in which 64 surrounding InSAR LOS EPs are used. The derived surface
displacement fields vary, respectively, from ´2.3 to 20.8 cm, from ´6.9 to 21.6 cm, and from ´10.0
to 25.7 cm for the east, north and vertical components; and their corresponding differences typically
range from ´2 to 2 cm. Large differences exist where GPS measurements are sparse, and become most
obvious for the north component. This could be attributed to the insufficient constraints from GPS
measurements there and the less sensitivity of InSAR LOS measurements in the north component
(Sn = 0.08).

Figure 2c1–c3,e1–e3 shows the SISTEM solutions, which are similar to that of ESISTEM solutions
for most of the regions. This, on the other hand, reveals the slight contribution from InSAR constraints.
However, in the area lacking ascending LOS measurements, derived displacements with SISTEM
approach have differences to the true ones up to 9.5 cm for east component, and up to 3.5 cm for
vertical component, while corresponding differences with ESISTEM approach have maxima 4.5 cm for
the east component and 1.8 cm for the vertical component. In SISTEM model, modeled displacements
in this area are constrained by surrounding GPS measurements alone, while, in ESISTEM model, they
are constrained by surrounding InSAR and GPS measurements. Contribution from InSAR LOS based
constraints introduced in this study is slight for most regions, but plays an important role in regions
with insufficient data.

3. Data

For the Gorkha earthquake, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data were acquired with JAXA ALOS-2
satellites. We use 21 February 2015/2 May 2015 pair (track 157), 22 February 2015/3 May 2015 pair
(track 048), and 31 March 2015/28 April 2015 pair (track 047) (Figure 1; Table S2). These SAR data
were processed with GMTSAR; LOS data were detrended by removing a gradient ramp estimated
from far-field displacements [26], to account for possible orbit errors and/or ionospheric delays [27].
The InSAR LOS data are in cells ~1 km ˆ ~1 km. Unit vectors are shown in Figure S3.

Soon after the earthquake, GPS measurements at 12 continuous GPS stations of the Nepal Geodetic
Array became available [5]. In addition, measurements at permanent GPS stations of the Crustal
Movement Observation Network of China and the campaign GPS measurements in southern Tibet were
reported [28,29]. All horizontal GPS measurements are used in the derivation of surface displacement
field, while all vertical GPS measurements are only used as validations.

4. Results

Figure 3 shows the derived three-dimensional surface displacement field associated with the
Gorkha earthquake using ESISTEM approach, where 100 surrounding InSAR LOS EPs are used.
The significantly deformed region locates to the north of Kathmandu and to the east of the epicenter,
covering an area of ~150 km by 120 km. Horizontal deformations are predominantly southward.
Two subsidence regions (“S1” and “S2”) are separated by the northern portion of uplifted region
(“U1”). From the north to the south, vertical displacements vary from nearly zero to subsidence up to
0.95 m (“S1” zone), and then turn to uplift up to 1.40 m to the north of Kathmandu.

The modeled vertical displacement field is validated by comparing to vertical GPS measurements
that are not included in the derivation (Figure 4). Good agreement between them shows the robust
estimate of vertical displacement field. InSAR data are less sensitive to the horizontal components of
deformations; in this Gorkha earthquake horizontal GPS measurements are very sparse and are all
included in the derivation of surface displacement field.
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Figure 3. Solutions associated with the 25 April 2015 Gorkha, Nepal, earthquake using ESISTEM
approach. (a) Three-dimensional surface displacement field. Two subsidence and one uplift zones
are marked with “S1”, “S2” and “U1”, respectively. White arrows show the modeled horizontal
displacements and are every 20 km. Grey dashed lines delimit the region that modeled displacements
have high accuracy, and red dashed lines outline the zones with significant landslides [2]. Thick black
lines represent the Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) [12,13]. The red star represents the epicenter of the
earthquake, and the purple square the city of Kathmandu. Other symbols are shown in the legend.
(b) Profiled vertical deformations along X-X’ and Y-Y’ shown in (a).

Figure 4. Comparison of displacements modeled with ESISTEM approach and GPS observations at
validation stations.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Robust Estimate in Regions Significantly Deformed

In the region significantly deformed, the sharp variation in vertical component is continuous; only
one significant surface fracture ~1 km long was found in the district of Kathmandu, and was interpreted
to be a localized extension ridge [6]. The subsidence-to-uplift variation in vertical deformations,
together with the predominantly southward horizontal motion, indicates that this earthquake was a
thrust event that did not rupture the surface. In addition, surface deformations terminate to the north
of Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) fault, suggesting that the earthquake may not rupture the MFT. This is
in accordance with field investigation as well as geodetic and seismic studies [1,9,30,31].

The derived displacement field matches well with that predicted from elastic dislocation
models [5,29,32] in deformation patterns but is different in maximum values; for example, the
forward-modeled vertical deformations range from ´1.25 to 1.25 m in Elliott et al. [29], and our
ESISTEM-derived ones range from ´0.90 to 1.40 m. Standard deviations for derived displacement
field are smaller than 2 cm for the regions significantly deformed in all three components and are large
at locations with sparse GPS measurements (Figure 5). Residuals between modeled and observed data
(used in model) reveal a good compatibility between InSAR and GPS (Figure 1 and Figure S4).

SISTEM-derived displacement field (presented in Figure S5) is similar to the ESISTEM-derived
one. Differences between them are large (up to ˘0.5 m) in areas with insufficient data coverage
(Figure S6). Moreover, standard deviations for ESISTEM-derived displacements are slightly smaller
than those for SISTEM solution, especially in the region with insufficient data (dashed rectangle in
Figure 5). This is attributed to the InSAR LOS based constraints in ESISTEM solution. The ESISTEM
approach makes surface measurements along oblique directions possible as constraints in derivation
of surface displacement field [33–35].

Contributions from different data are investigated (Figure S7). We construct four models:
Model (a), combining InSAR images Tracks 048 and 157 and horizontal GPS with ESISTEM approach;
Model (b), combining InSAR images Tracks 048 and 047 and horizontal GPS with ESISTEM approach;
Model (c), combining InSAR images Tracks 048 and 157 and horizontal GPS with SISTEM approach;
and Model (d), combining InSAR images Tracks 048 and 047 and horizontal GPS with SISTEM
approach. Results show small but obvious discrepancies among them: displacement fields derived
with Tracks 048 and 157 (Models (a) and (c)) show northward deformations in “R2” region, while
those derived with Tracks 048 and 047 (Models (b) and (d)) show northeastward deformations in “R2”
region and have larger maximum vertical deformations in “R1” region.

Model resolution test is carried out with the same data coverage of the Gorkha earthquake
(Figure S8), which is done with the procedure as follows: (1) a forward model is carried out to generate
three-dimensional surface displacement field from fault slip distribution in Grandin et al. [8] using
Okada’s theory [20]; (2) simulated data with same data coverage as those in the Gorkha earthquake
are extracted; and (3) three-dimensional displacement fields are derived with SISTEM and ESISTEM
approaches, and are compared with the input one, respectively. In regions significantly deformed,
differences between input and synthetic displacement fields are small (Figure S8c,e), comparable to
other cases [15,36]. In the region marked with grey ellipses, ESISTEM-derived displacements have
smaller differences with respect to the input ones than SISTEM-derived displacements, which is
contributed from the InSAR LOS based constraints there.

Even though GPS observations are not as dense as desired, estimates of displacements are in some
degree robust in regions significantly deformed, for the following reasons: (1) the good fit of derived
vertical displacements to vertical GPS measurements; (2) the good resolution test solution; (3) the
comparability of derived displacement field to those predicted from the elastic dislocation models;
and (4) the small standard deviations of estimates. However, because of the lower sensitivity of InSAR
LOS measurements in the north–south direction, derived displacements in this direction are not as
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desirable as the vertical ones. In addition, InSAR data contain possible early postseismic deformations,
which may contaminate derived coseismic displacements.
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Figure 5. Standard deviations of the derived displacement fields associated with the Gorkha earthquake:
(a–c) standard deviations using ESISTEM approach, for east, north and vertical components,
respectively; (d–f) standard deviations using SISTEM approach, where the white dashed rectangle
marks the region where standard deviations for ESISTEM are smaller than that for SISTEM approach;
and (g–i) the differences between standard deviations using ESISTEM and SISTEM approaches (i.e., the
ESISTEM-derived minus the SISTEM-derived). Squares represent horizontal GPS stations.

5.2. Relation to Earthquake-Induced Landslides

The earthquake-induced landslides [2,11] are located mainly in the subsidence region of the
displacement field (Figure 3). The significant landslides terminate roughly to the north of the uplift
zone (Figure 3). We compare the landslides distribution induced by the Gorkha earthquake to those
induced by the 12 May 2008 Wenchuan MW 7.9 earthquake [37–39], and by the 8 October 2005 Kashmir
MW 7.6 earthquake [40,41]. In addition to other factors that may influence the landslides such as
geological materials beyond the scope of this study, there are two similar features: (1) landslides
induced by these three earthquakes significantly locate in the hanging wall; and (2) highly varied
vertical deformations may influence landslides. However, contrary to the Wenchuan and Kashmir
events, the Gorkha earthquake causes both significant uplifts and subsidences in the hanging wall,
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and, interestingly, the landslides appear to be related to the subsidence region. In addition, the total
number of induced landslides in the Gorkha earthquake is reported to be far less than those induced
by a similar massive earthquake, such as Wenchuan earthquake, probably because the ruptures were
confined in subsurface [2].

5.3. Sensitivity of ESISTEM to InSAR Errors

InSAR measurements contain spatially correlated noises primarily caused from atmospheric and
ionospheric structures [21,42]. Noises could be described with two parameters: standard deviation
of InSAR noises, and length scale on which noises are correlated. We make further analysis for
sensitivities of ESISTEM and SISTEM approaches to observation errors (Figure 6). Means (µ) and
standard deviations (σ) of differences between modeled and true displacements are used to evaluate the
sensitivity performances. For both ESISTEM and SISTEM approaches, means and standard deviations
increase with the increase of standard deviation of InSAR noises, but slightly fluctuate with the increase
of length scale. This shows the sensitivity of both methods to InSAR variance. In addition, ESISTEM
solutions have slightly smaller differences to the true ones, which is contributed from the InSAR
LOS constraints. Direct sensitivities of both SISTEM and ESISTEM approaches to wavelength need
further investigation.

Figure 6. Sensitivities of SISTEM and ESISTEM approaches to: (a) standard deviation of InSAR noises;
and (b) length scale.

6. Conclusions

We derived the three-dimensional surface displacement field associated with the 25 April 2015
Gorkha, Nepal, earthquake from integrated InSAR and GPS measurements, with an extended SISTEM
(Simultaneous and Integrated Strain Tensor Estimation From Geodetic and Satellite Deformation
Measurements) approach proposed in this paper. Derived field reveals a predominantly southward
horizontal motion and a continuous subsidence-to-uplift variation from the north to the south within
~120 km to the north of Kathmandu, and this event did not rupture the MFT. Landslides induced by
this earthquake are comparable to those induced by the 12 May 2008 Wenchuan MW 7.9 earthquake
and by the 8 October 2005 Kashmir MW 7.6 in the that they were concentrated in hanging wall, but
incomparable to them in total landslides number and subsidence-correlated distribution. The extended
SISTEM (ESISTEM) approach uses both surrounding InSAR and GPS measurements to constrain
modeled surface displacement field. Compared to GPS based constraints, contribution from InSAR
LOS based constraints, introduced in this study, is slight for most regions, but plays an important role
in regions with insufficient data. Sensitivity analysis shows that accuracy of results with ESISTEM
approach depends in some degree on InSAR quality.
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